Students oppose invasion
by Bill Donahue
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Colby students marched through Waterville last
Friday to protest US involvement in Grenada. Seeadditional photos.p. 5.

"U.S. out of Grenada - NOW" chanted approximately 30 rain
soaked Colby students as they marched through the streets of Waterville N ovember . 4 protesting U.S. military intervention in Grenada.
One student justified the protesters defiance of the pelting rain and
40° temperature: "If the Marines can keep going, so can we."
The protesters convened at 3:45 pm. outside the Waterville police
station, equipped with umbrellas and protest signs. Government Prof essor Cha r les Ha u ss , who organized the protest told the
demonstrators they had to "keep moving" because he and the other
organizers could only secure a parade permit , rather tha n a per m it
for an assembly, from the officials.
The protesters marched for about 15 minutes. They made two
brisk circuits on the sidewalks [the particular parade permit they
had did not allow them to march on the streets] of the block in which
the police stati on is located and finished on Castonguay Square.
"c Due to the inclement weather , few people witnessed the
>
< demonstration.
"O
The students were joined by approximately 10 local residents who
>.
a were also opposed to the invasion of Grenada.
o
The protest " was preceded by a two-hour "teach-in " entitled
o
"American Intervention in the Third World. " Deborah Geisle r, the
chairperson of the U.S. - Grenada Solidarity Committee , was the
most prominent of the many lecturers at the teach-in.
Geisler told the crowd of approximately 150 students and faculty members assembled in Lorimer Chapel that she had received
Q.

cont. on p. 5

Frats gain student support
by Brad ray

Fraternities and sororities at Colby: 77 percent of the students
want them and almost 70 percent of the faculty don 't , at least according to-two polls taken within the last month.
Stu-A's Nov. 3 poll , received more response than any poll ever
at Colby. A record 70 percent of Colby students answered the poll's
three referendum questions on fraternities and sororities.
Rob Fast, president of the Stu -A, said the questions were identical to those voted on by faculty almost one month ago. "The point
of the vote was to parallel the faculty vote," he said.

WMHB to increase
to 100 watts
by Nash Robbins

become a force in central Maine.
The station can make the jump
as soon as it gathers the materials
and makes the changes necessary
in its present Equipment. It will be
closed during January and reopen
in February at 100 watts. Money
for the equipment , over $4000,
has been set aside by Stu-A for
several years now, said wolpert,
The station will-have to drop to
90.5 because the Maine Public
Broadcasting Network is planning
to put a relay station in Mount
Vassalboro. Due to various
legalities , they will be ' broadcasting at 91.3, which wpuld interfere with WMHB if it remained at-91.5.
Neither side wanted to face the

Almost ten years after becoming an FM station at ten watts,
and seven years after first applying for a power increase, Colby 's
WMHB has received permission
to transmit at 100 watts. The
change in power will be accompanied by a move on the dial ,
from 91.5 to 90.5, and the station 's broadcasting radius, which
currently includes the Vv'aterviile
area will reach Augusta. ' . •
''We were really bogged down
by the government ," said Sctli
Wolpert , Station Manager. With
some help from a potential Toe,
however, all worked out well.
"I'm very excited ," he said. ,
".We're very anxious to go up, to ., .'
i>
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Fast called the. -voting turnout in Roberts Union "incredible. "
Previously, the highest percentage of students voting on anything
had been about 40 percent. This turnout was recorded for one of
the recent elections of Stu-A representatives. The high turnout adds
"more credibility " to the results, he concluded .
The answers to all three questions surprised Fast in that they tended to favor leavisig fraternities as they are, more than he had
expected .
In response to the question concerning sexual discrimination of
fraternities and sororities , 55.4 percent voted that there should be
not change in the present policy , while 38.5 percent said fraterntics
should stop discriminating on the basis of sex, and 6.1 percent
abstained.
In response to the question of exclusive control of campus housing, 62.5 percent said that fraternities should continue to have control over certain housing, 33 percent said they should not , and 4.5
percent abstained .
In response to the question of abolishing fraternities and sororities,
77 percent said they should remain , 17.6 per cent said they should
not, and 5.4 percent abstained .
. .
The results were tabulated the night of Nov. 3 and given to Dean
of the College Earl Smith for presentation to the trustee commission on residential life at tl .eir Nov. 5 meeting.
Although Fast was "skeptical as to how much weight" the poll
would have on the commission 's reccommendation to the trustees
in January , he felt it was important that student opinion be known.
Smith said he could not comment on the thoughts of the commission at this time because commission members had agreed to
keep silent about their deliberations ;
DougTcrp, a student representative on the commission said that
the commission weighs all information it obtains but that he did
not know how much weight the referendum results would have.
Many of the 100 students at a discussion in Lorimer Chapel the
night'before the vote were concerned ^ about the influence of student opinion on tlie decision the trustees will make in January .
Tlie hour-long meeting, moderated by Rob Fast and panelled by
seven student leaders, including Terp, allowed students to ask questions and express their opinions.

cont. on p. 2

reports that as many as 1,200 Grenadians - many of them Cubans
- may have been killed during the battle on Grenada.
.Geisler , a Bosto n resid ent , said that government officials are
deliberately withholding Grenadian casualty statistics in order to
ensure popular American support for the invasion. She admitted
that she was still trying to piece together the bits of information
she had learned from the news media and friends of hers living in
Grenada.
The pentagon dismissed reports that there have been over 1,000
Grenadian casualties as being falsely originated by the Soviets.
Geisle r, however , said she feels these reports might have some
viability.
"A lot of buildi ngs were bombed , and a lot of people are gone,"
she said. For instance, she said that there were still 47 people unidentified from the recent hospital bombing. She pointed out that the
name of one of the war 's battl es , "The Battle at R ichmon d H ill "
give's the impression that the fighting is taking place in the countryside. Richmond Hill is actually located in the center of St. George,
the nation 's capital.
Several students and professors also spoke in opposition to the
invasion and the government 's handling of it.
English Professor Douglas Archibald said , "I have been
haunted. ..by the widely reported remark Alexander Haig made on
the invasion , 'We've got to win a quick one [for American morale].'
" He warned theaudience that things such as atom bombings can
be defended by "brutal arguments " and quoted George Orwell as
saying, "Political language is...designed to make murders respectable," He said , "I think you should remember Orwell when you
hear the statements that are coming from Washington today. "
Henry Holland , Spanish Professor and the director of the Colby
in Cuernevacas' program , spoke on the Mexican reaction to the invasion. Eight of the 26 Cobly freshmen studying in Cuernavacas
participated in a large demonstration in Mexico City protesting the
invasion. "I think it will be years before the invasion will be lived
down. It is being compared to the Russian invasion of Afghanistan
in the Mexican press. "
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Lewis to speak at convention
Anthony Lewis, author of a
twice weelcly column in the New
York Times and two time winner
of the Pulitzer Prize, will speak at
the Lovejoy Convocation on Nov.
11.

Handica pped rights

• Fraternit y vote

Tom Andrews, Executive Director of the Maine Association of Handicapped Persons (MAHP), spoke recently to UMO
Law School students on a courthouse access bond issue that
would authorize $720,000 in state funds to furnish physical
access to county/courthouses for the handicapped.
Speaking to nearly 100 people, Andrews said handicapped
rights "are often seen as a charity issue and not a civil rights
issue. ... we have the opportunity to dispel the myth that Maine
people can 't or won't afford access improvements."
The courthouse bond issue, which will be voted on Nov.
8, marks the first time that a question dealing with the rights
of handicapped people has been presented to Maine voters.
University Free Press (University of Southern Maine)

Alcohol wor kshop
Notification to Wesleyan University's Dean's Office by

health official s concer n ed ab ou t that Un iv ersity 's marked in-

crease in the number of incidents of students alcohol abuse,
has pushed forward plans for an alcohol workshop at
Wesleyan.
Elizabeth Grover, the Assistant Dean of the College at
Wesleyan and one of the organizers of the workshop, stressed the workshop's purpose is not to advocate abstenance, but
rather to make students aware of the potential dangers of
drinking.
The Wesleyan Argus

At the convocation, Lewis will
receive this year 's Elijah Parish
Lovejoy Award, which annually
recognizes a member of the
newspaper profession. Lewis was
named the 1983 Lovejoy Fellow

•

Gren ada governm ent
Grenada's Governor General Paul Scoon named a ninemember Provisional Government for the island yesterday. He
said the members of the Advisory Council will administer
government functions until elections are held - but gave no
date for voting.

Prison overcr owding
Governor Joseph Brennan says Maine's prison overcrowding
problem still needs to be addressed, even though voters rejected
a bond issue that included funds for 130 more prison beds.

One student was concerned over the transition period between
abolishment of fraternities and the discovery of alternate types of
social life. He worttlered what it would be like for students caught
in this period.
Terp responded, "The commission is thinking about the long term'.
There may have to be a few bad years- they are-looking way ahead."
St u den t s a rgued that withou t fr ate rn itie s it wou ld be ha rder to
provide alcohol at parties because fraternities have the money to
spend and that dorms are not allowed to spend their money on
alcohol.
Terp said those rules could change and , without fraternities , more
money might become available for such functions. Also, he said ,
"Maybe they (the trustees) don't want so much alcohol [on campus]. It's a big concern of theirs."
Some opponents of fraternities said "anti-intellectual" activity
is one reason for the abolishment of fraternities. Cited as examples
were low grade point averages (GPA) and the practice of filing old
tests for future use.
Many in attendance disagreed strongly with these claims saying
tests can be obtained anywhere. Another said that although the
fraternity GPA is below the campus average it is very close to the
male , student average.
When Fast asked audience members about the question of sexual discrimination , most people were against co-educational fraternities, but in favor of having housing for the sororities.
One fraternity member said bonds between fraternity brothers
is a "quality of friendship you can 't find anywhere else." He did
not like the idea of co-ed fraternities.
Fast called both the meeting and subsequent voting a "success."
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Nerve gas bill
Maine's U.S. Senators split their votes Tuesday on a proposal to include nerve-gas production in a defense-spending
bill.
Democrat George Mitchell voted against the funding and
said he did so because he feels the U.S. doesn 't need more nerve
gas for its security and the money could be better used for other
• defensive purposes. Republican William Cohen voted to approve funding because he says that can prod the Soviets back
into negotiations to limit production ,
The measure passed on a 47-46 vote, The house has not voted
to approve funding for nerve gas.
k
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by Carol Tegen

Anne Lewis, Political Director
of the Democratic National Committee, spoke about the influence
of Jews and other minorities on
the 1984 elections Nov. 3 in Given
Auditorium. She stated that the
'84 election will be "tough, trench
warfare... where relatively small
groups could have a tremendous
impact. "
Lewis focused her lecture on
three minority groups: Hispanics,
women and Jews. Hispanics, she
explained , are a target for both
parties as a margin vote. She said
the record with Democrats is good
since 84 of the 102 Hispanic
legislative members two recently
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This weeks specials
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human rights and community service. Since it was founded in 1954,
the memorial has given 37
scholarships to graduating seniors
from Alton High School and each
year, members of the memorial
gather at the Lovejoy monument
to pay tribute to Lovejoy.
Cannon is also the first recipient of the Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award of the Lovejoy Society of St. Louis, MO, where Lovejoy settled after his departure
from Maine in 1828 to launch his
journalistic career.

cont. on-p. 5

elected Hispanic mayors .are all
Democrats.
Women, Lewis said, are also an
important group for the
Democratic party. They make up
54 per cent of the 1984 electorate
and.the gender gap illustrates "the
likelihood for women to oppose
Ronald Reagan and Republicans
by as much as 12 to 14 points
more than men." Lewis added
that 1984 will be the last election
year where the classified advertisement will say, "Wanted , male."
As Jews continue to increase
their tendency to directly participate in polities', their influence
will be seen, said Lewis. She felt
that the issues of social justice and

. cont. on p. 5

Founded in 1877, the ECHO (USPS 120-900) is published weekly
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Alton, ILL, since 1947, will
receive special citation at the
convocation.
The fourth individual to hold
the trusteeship of the grave, Cannon also established the Lovejoy
Memorial, a non-profit organization committed to the cause of

Minorities to
influence election
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Nicar aguan news
Nicaraguan Guerilla commander Eden Pastora says a U.S
invasion of his country would be "catastrophic " for both nations. Pastora said on NBC that the U.S. invasion of Grenada
has made him extremely worried . Paslora is on a tour of the
U.S. to seek American help in fighting the Sandinista
government.

for his distinctive writing and for
his unusual courage in stating his
views on a variety of. issues inclu di n g 'those dealing with the
U.S. Supreme Court, the Vietnam
War, South Africa ' and the Middle East.
Lewis won his first Pulitzer
Prize in 1955 for a series of articles for the Washington Daily
News that led to the reinstatement
of a Navy employee who was
dismissed in an alleged security
risk. The article later became the
basis for a movie, "Three Brave
Men."
Lewis'second Pulitzer came in
1963 for his coverage of the U.S.
Supreme Court as a member of
the Washington staff of the New
York Times, which he joined in
¦ .
1955.
Jesse Cannon, trustee of the
Elijah Parish Lovejoy gravesite in
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• WMHB
gains 90
watts
hearing that would result to determine which station could broadcast, so MPBW decided to help
out the Colby station's case.
' 'They let us u se thei r lawyers in
Washin gton, they hand-delivered
our applications to the FCC, they
pushed for us," said Wolpert.
"We were just con cern ed with the
power uppage, an d t h ey wa n ted
us to move, so both sides won. "
The physical changes will be accompanied by changes in the
technical running at the station ,
but not the station's format. "We
will have to fill out logs differently, and our broadcast times will be
better defined ," said Wolper t,
"but we're still a non-commercial,
educational station, "
'
As su ch , WMHB must serve
the needs of the communities
within its broadcast area ,
although methods for meeting
these needs are left up to the station by the FCC. Various new
programs begun this semester will
fulfill part of this requirement ,
said Wolpert , as will the news
shows and various remote broadcasts of sporting and musical experts. "We may have to do more
remote broadcasts , " sa id
Wolpert, "but we will have to try
to define our new audience ,
fi rst," Essentially, however , the
station 's format will be unchanged. "We play music that most stations don 't ," said Wolpert.
"We give people a rare opportuity to hear new quality music,''
said Mike Ryan , the station 's Program Director. "It's a good opportunity for Maine to hear quali-

DKE aids kids
by Michael Heel

Last Friday the DKE fraterni-

ty open ed its doors to host a
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Senior Dave Spaulding a1 the WMHB board. Soon all DJ's will be broadcast a? far as Augusta when MHB increases to 100 watts.
ty music from cities across of the station,"America."
The station's applicatio n was
The licensee for WMHB is the actually its second. Roughly seven
Mayflower Hill Broadcasting years ago, when the FCC stopped
Corp., which is m ade u p of the
station 's executive board , the station's faculty advisor, Wes Lucas,
and some other members of thestation. Thus, the station is owned and managed wholly by
V
students.
"We strive for professionalism
now," said Wolpert, I gu ess we'll
have to try even harder." Wolpert
expects more students to try to
O PORATION
become DJs for the station , increasing competitiveness and , he
hopes, the quality of the broadcasting. As now, anyone who
wants to work on the station will
protecting ten watt stations in
first have to spend time working
order to encourage 100 watt staon the news, which serves "to
tions , WMHB got its application
teach the staff the fundamentals
in after the deadline. Appeals to
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various people, including a Maine
Senator, did no good. Two years
ago, however, the FCC accepted
new applications, a n d this ti me
Wolpert submitted WMHB's in
time.
The increase was necessary for

th e statio n 's survival , said

Wolpert. As a ten watt station ,
chances were good that FCC
would not have given it a new
licensee after the present one expired , early in 1984.
The uppage is not entirely certain , but is certainly probable.
"We have a construction permit ,
w hich gi ves u s 100 days to cha n ge
over," he said. "Then they 'll
decide on the licensee. " The process , however , is "more or less
automatic. "
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Palmer said the party was
valuable because , "a lot of men
her e have littl e b rother s at h ome
who they haven't seen for a while,
and this helped remind them of
that - it's almost the next best
thing to having their brothers up
here." Palmer also stated that
Director Redman found the project very successful , and the two
groups may get together for a new
project in the near future.

DAVID MATHIEU Co. Inc. Auto Body Shop

Al Corey
Music Center
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used hardbound &
pap erbacks at
bargain p rices.
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Hallloween party for the Pleasant
Street School of Wate rv ille , a
sch ool for chi ldren with slight
emotional and learning handicaps. Whereas children are rarely seen at Colby College in large
numbers, about twenty children ,
ages 7-13, took over the DKE
house for an hour and a half , taking in the Halloween atmosph ere
and "feeling right at home."
Todd Pal mer , coordi n ator of
the Halloween party, deemed the
project a total success for both the
children and the DKE borthers.
"Peter Redman, the di r ector of
the school , said th at it had been
quite a while since he had seen the
kids so excited , Palmer stated.
' 'There seemed to be a lot of enthusiasm among the kids, and it
was a different experience for us
in having the kids here."
The party consisted fo the traditional Halloween festivities. On
first floor , the members set up a
haunted house, complete with
monsters - Dracula (Tim Holt),
the Incredible Hulk (Greg
Cronin), a 1920's thug (Jay
Prefontaine), and a 10 fo ot
monster (Reihl Mahoney and Jon
Dorr). In the boiler room Andy
Brown spooked the kids with
ghost stories. Later the DKE
members gave out candy and let
the children try on the Halloween
costumes that the brothers were
wearing, "to make sure the kids

didn 't go away scared," Palmer
asserted . Donuts on a string and
bobbing f or apples rounded ou t
the festivities.
Palmer stated that the biggest
su rprise wasn 't the event itself ,
but the reactions from both the
brothers and the kids were unexpected. "At first the event didn 't
seem t o go over to o well with the
DKE members, but when the kids
arrived everyone came around to
take part to either play with the
kids or watch them go through the
Haunted House, or just kid
around with them.
One brother, Tom Boyd, stated
that he enjoyed the party because
the br othe rs seemed to have as
much fun taking part in the project as the kids had in going
through it. ''One kid went up to
Greg Cronin and said 'You ain't
no green man!' and pushed him
while Greg was trying to convince
him he was The Hulk. It was funny, because you expect so little
f rom th e kids , and practically
everything they did surprised
you."
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Cotter returns from Botswana
by Ed Kennelly
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Emer it us Prof essor Jac k Fone r s poke to schola rs
last week on diversity in the American Revolution.

President Cotter arrived back at
Colby on Oct. 25 from his five
day visit to the South African nation of Botswana. During his trip,
Cotter attended the dedication of
the Tiitume McConnell Community College, wh ich he h elped
to fou n d in 1971 while president
of the African American Institute.
Cotter left for Botswana on
Oct. 20. He flew from Houston to
Johannesburg on South African
Airways.Since other African nations do not allow South African
Airways to fly in their airspace,
the flight took eighteen hours.
Cotter ad mitted he had m or al ob jections to patronizing a South
Africa n airlli n e.- but: "It was the
only way to get the re by
Saturday ."

Foner talks to scholar s
by Gregory Getschow
Jack Foner, Emeritus Professor
of history, spoke on diversity in
American history to the Dana and
Bbcler scholars on Nov. 2. The lecture was part of this year's theme
"Celebrating Diversity and Confronting Intolerance. "
Until he retired from the
History Department seven years
ago, Foner was quite active in
black studies. He formed a Colby black studies group. This
group was one of the first black

studies groups at a New England
college. His lecture, entitled, "The
Other Revolution: An Early Example of Diversity in American
History," Foner focused upon the
Black American involvement in
the American Revolution.
Foner said "We come from
diversity . By 1776 the largest
ethnic minority in the American
colonies were the AfroAmericans." According to Foner,
at the outbreak of the Revolution,
Blacks were offered serivces in the
army , but when General George
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Washington took control of the
Continental Army he brought his
prejudices with him. He did not
allow blacks to enlist in the
American Army.
The British began offering
bl acks en list men t in to their army
in exchange for freedom after the
war, Black Americans began to
side with the Loyalists and the
Americans were forced to offer
the same opportunities.
According to Foner , th e Black
Americans fought to gain independence from slavery rather
than from the British. The result
of the revolution was , in fact, the
abolishment of slavery in the Northern Colonies. Foner said that if
the war had gone on for another
few years, slavery would have
ended completely.
The American Revolution was
the birth of the free Black class in
the United States,. Foner said.
Without this freedom , the abolisionist movements of the 1840's
would not have been possible.
Liberty and equality were ideals
uprooted from the Revolution
and planted into the Black
American cause.
Foncr 's concluding remarks
were that the Black Americans
fought in the war for their own
cause of freedom. In this way , the
American Revolution was diverse
because it meant different things
to different men. Black
Americans were looking-for both
a social and racial upheaval and
that is what revolutions are all
about,

Cotter arrived in Johannesburg
on Friday. On Saturday, he flew
to Francistown; a city in northern
Botswana. From there, he wen t by
road to the village of Tutume.
During this drive, Cotter noticed
some of the physical changes the
Tutume School brought to the
country: "When I was ther e last ,
half the road was paved and half
was dirt. Now it is all paved."
At the community college there
was a huge throng of people to
welcome Cotte r an d the other
guests. (One of these guests was
Mr. McConnell, th e school's main
benefactor.) Village women perf or med a traditi on al welcome
dance, making music by clapping
and shaking shells attached to
their calves.
The dedication of the community college took place in an
outdoor pavilion , the last structure to be completed at the school.
Construction began in 1971 with
one building and a " few tents..
Now, twelve years later ,' the
school is com pleted a n d has ov er
forty buildings, labs , classrooms,
dor m s, faculty housing and a
library.

"When I was there last,
/
half the road was
paved and half was dirt.
Now it is all paved.
• A large crowd of about 1,400
people attended the dedication;
about . half the people were
villagers and the others were
students. The ceremony-consisted
of many speakers. Dr. G.K.T.
Chiepe, a minister in Botswana 's
government delivered the opening
speech. She expressed her app reciation to the Mc Connell
Foundation and to President Cotter for their involvement in the
school.
Chiepe spoke highly of the
Tutu me.school's unique combination of trade schooi (brigades) and
preparatory school. In her speech,
Chiepe also pledged that the
government would continue its
commitment to education ,
specifically by increasing the
number of students allowed to go
into secondary school.
The numerous other speaker's
also mentioned how pleased they
were with the school. Between
each speech, traditonal music was
played.
After the final speech , there
was a presentation of gifts to Cotter , McConnell , and Bilfour (the
former Mrs. 'McConnell). The
three , as a whole, were given

HEADLINES
Beauty Salon

All Phases Of Hairst yling
$5.s0 Haircuts/Gu ys & Gals
Make-Up and Nails

By appointment
873-0024
49 Main St.

wooden carvings , It was a "very frightening twenty
"Tutume McConnell" t-shirt s minutes ," said Cotter.
and a lion skin rug. Cotter chose
On Monday , Cotter interviewt o keep the baskets, w hich he ed a young woman from
thought were beautiful.
Botswana who is applying to
A luncheon followed this Colby.
ceremony. The villagers showed
Cotter then went to the Univertheir support for the school by sity of Botswana to meet with the
helpi n g in adva n ce to prep are the Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Vicefood. Cotter commented that he Chancellor. They discussed a prothought the villagers were pleas- posal from Williams College to
ed with the school and the changes start a juni or year abroad proit brought to their community.
gram which would allow studen ts
Afte r lu n ch , Cotter went on a to study in Botswana during the
tou r of the school 's campus. Most fall semester.
of the buildings are very similar;
cin der bl ock , rectangular , struc The program would operate
tures* with metal roofs. However, much like the current program in
five of the buildings- the" dining Kyoto, Japan. Colby would be
hall, the administrative building, one of the many colleges that
the faculty-staff building, the out: would oversee the operation of the
door pavilion , and the library- program in Botswana.
were specially desig ned. The
According to Cotter, the prolibrary is one of the largest in gram in Botswana , "looks fairly
Botswana.
certain. " Th e other liberal a r ts
Sat u rday afte rn oon, Cotter colleges th at might be involved in
flew back to Fran cist own late the program have not yet made a
Saturday afternoon. In this flight, final decision. Cotter commented:
Cotter 's plane was caugh t in a "I hope it- goes through sfnee we
thunderstorm and could not land, have no program in Africa, "
b askets ,

This Wednesday at 9:00PM

WMHB Presents...

A look at the situaion in Lebanon
Feturing: 'Not To Hear A Bomb Is
Something to Remember '

HONEYBEE POLLEN:
For Energy
Endurance, Stamina and
Nutrition.
For Swimmers , Runners ,
Weight Lifte rs , Team
Athletes And Dieters .
For Info And Prices Call
873-1413
Or Send SASE to :
j /^s^hts
vtitlLs
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D' anne Inc. ,

, 1 Silver Terrace

Waterville
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• Anne
Lewis

• Teach-in vs. invasion
1
/
Government Professor Roger Bowen spoke on the American
"double standards" that motivated the in terven tion: "At home, we
[the American public] respect the values of freedom , democracy,
and self-determination but abroad we support dictatorships...we
average one intervention a year."
Bowen said the invasion was motivated by U.S. economic interests
an d that "Americans must accept a cut in their standard of living. "
According to Bowen, Americans make up only a sixth of the world 's
population but consume 40 percent of its goods."
Sandy Maisel, also a government professor, called the invasion
of Grenada "foolish, (I don 't know), and by precepts of American
law, illegal. " He said, "Teach-ins and demonstrations are important...but Pmapragmatist. It 's time to send a clear message to our
Congressmen that we want to invoke the War Powers Act...I urge
all of you to write to your congressmen and senators."

foreign policy will create more
political unity among American
Jews.
Lewis, to account for the importance of minorities, ex plain ed
how the current administration is
polarized. She said there is a lack
of sympathy in the administration
for people different from those
who compose it. "The things
James Watt said in public are the
kinds of things said to one another
in private." The secon d reason
Lewis gave for the importance of
the influence of minorities was the
surge of cultural identity.
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. '¦ Above: determined
I students marched
\ through intermittent
I rainstorms and 40°
1 weather in Water1 Ville to show their
I anger at US in1 tervention in
I Grenada. Left:
I Government ProI. fessors Roger
Bowen and Chip
Hauss helped lead
t he p rote st
demonstration last
Friday.
———^——________
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\ "Unique Gifts"!
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Hour s :
8:30-5 :00 Mon -Fri
10:00-2 :00 Sat
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Dowling to lecture Plants

Colette Dowling, author of the
best seller, "The Cinderella Complex " and this year 's Strider lecturer will speak on how women
succeed in business on November
14.
Dowling will arrive at Colby
that morning and will be a
featured guest at a reception sponsored by cultu ral life at 5 p.m. and
a dinner sponsored by the
women 's group and cultural life.
Both of these events are open to
invited guests only.
Immediately following her lecture , which will take place at 8
p.m. in Given Auditorium , Dowling will participate in a reception
in the lobby of the art museum.
Both the lecture and the reception
will be open tp the public,
Dowling gives' lectures nt colleges across the nation. She has
written numerous articles on
women's issues for Harper 's, The
New York Times Magazine, New

York and Redbook. According to
Leon Buck , cultu ral life chairperson and coordinator of Dowling's
visit , "The Cinderella Complex"
focuses on the women 's movement of the "60's and '70's.
Buck arranged for Dowling's
visit by contacting the Lehigh
Bureau , the same agency that
brought Alex Haley to Colby
earlier this year.-He stressed that
her visit is being cosponsored by
Cultural Life and the Women 's
Group .and is "in no way linked
with this year 's theme of
'Celebrating Diversity and Confronting Intolerance. '"
- Buck is enthusiastic about
Dowling's visit. "She has toured
college campuses across the nation
and has addressed the topic of the
women 's movement in detail, It
isn 't often that women of her
stature come to Colby, I hope
Colby students will learn a lot
about the women 's movement
through what she has to say. "
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And Lounge
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Fri & Sat
Live Entertainrnent-N o Cover
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LOVELACE 9

99 cent Margarittas
The Concourse-Waterville
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A man like you
•> deserves special
attention.
That' s what
you'll get at

i HEAD QUARTERS
!

^I

We use and prescribe
RK and Redken Products.
113 Main St,

Waterville

873-1344

Announcements

Job Locator
TYPIST to work at Coles Express in Sydney,
Maine, 7 miles south of Waterville on 1-95.
5:0Q-9:30 p;TTi: every day,$4.00 /hour. Male
or female; with transportation,who can type
at least 50 words per minute. Contact
Russell Rogers at 547-3341.

LECTURE-"What It Takes For Women to Succeed" Collette Dowling, author of The Cinderella Complex. Mon. Nov. 14. 8 pm. Given
Auditorium.
LECTURE-On affirmative action. Eleanor Holmes Norton, Dept.
of Law Georgetown University and former chair of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. Wed., Nov. 16. 8 pm. Given
• Auditor
ium.

BABYSITTER to babysit for children during
a bible class every.Wednesday from 9-11
a.m. Nursery and transportation provided.
Must be willing to work on a regular basis.
Contact Sandra Day at 873-3842.

LOVEJOY CONVOCATION-Anthony Lewis, author of a twiceweekly column in The New York Times a.nd two-time winner of the
Pulitzer Prize. Fri. Nov. 11, 8 pm. Smith, Hurd and Robins Rooms,
Roberts Union.

BABYSITTER to care for S hearing impaired
children, primarily on the weekends.
Possibility for more than ope person.
Female preferred who is patient, enjoys
children and is responsible. Contact
Marybeth Ferris at 872-7058.

RICE UNIVERSITY-Jones Grad School of Administration. Fri.,
Nov. 11, 9:00-11:00, Roberts 244.

CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVE to
work for Garber Travel of Boston,promoting
their student oriented trips on campus. Also
involves the actual booking of the trips.
Benefits include a free trip for Spring Break.
Must be dependable,and have an interest
in travel and promotion. Contact Financial
Aid Office , Job Locator 'Program, for application and more information ext. 2379.

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY-info session, Tues. Nov. 15,
7pm. Hurd Room. Nov. 16, 9:00-4:30, Hurd Room.

Classifieds

Venture job

Brothers and sisters of C7 Epsilon:
Study break!
The Weeble

JOB TITLE: TOURING CHILDRENS THEATRE
PERFORMER
Responsibilities- serve as a member of a troop of four
actors and actresses touring schools and other
organizations throughout New England. Roles are
developed according to the skills of each individual.
Salary- $135 week, location- Providence, RI. See Jim
Mclntyre in Career Services for more information.
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Deb,
Thanks for coming to visit me- I'm glad
everything is back to normal!
Your loving roommale
Joel:
"... our trip was different... it was a gross,
physical salute to the fantastic
POSSIBILITIES of life in this country- but only for those wilh true grit. And we were
chock full of that."
Hunter S. Thompson

To all members of C7-E:
Wait 'til December first!!!!I!
Your Temporary Pooh-Bear

!/ ff ^V
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Attention:
You saw us at Johnson and Zete. One
never knows where "The organization" will
strike next. Be aware! For the World Headquarters is gearing up for a major assault
soon.
OP.
To Heights 302
Jen,hang tough kid. My cars are always
open. K.O.S.
. Your "Winking " RA.
Hillary"Our horteons are never quite our
elbows"- Henry David Thoreau. Only 6
weeks 'til you regain your sanity...
C.C.
Lo Siento

ECO NOTES- for more info see Colby Environmental Council board in Roberts.
WORLD
HUNGER AND HEALTH
CONFERENCE- is being sponsored by the
Colby Chaplain's Office. Presentations on
World Peace, Health Care Economics,
Nutrition and Behavior, and Diet for a
Healthy and - Peaceful World. The conference will run from 10 am until 4 pm on
12 November, In Lorimer Chapel and St.
Mark's Church.

NEW ENGLAND ENVIRONMENTA L
CONFERENCE- for college students. Agenda includes how individuals can contribute
to the environmental movement ,
background and up-to-date analysis of current environmental issues, workshops on
Acid Rain, Environmental Law,Hazardous
Was t e, Lobbying, Water Supply, Wildlife l
Energy Management,Georges Bank, Herbicides and Pesticides. November 12 and
13 at Tufts University.

A

Win 305
Sleep much on the mattress? I hear
mother is back...
Norman B.
Bipping JillDid you blackhole or something? You
missed an awesome party! How was
Carmen? If she shows up again,come by...
Bopping Bill
To the way out weirdSomebody's gotta be wanna sometimes
what you do sew it to your underwear... you
are condusive to driving my self nuts !

SLIDES/CONCERT- "I Saw the Wind."
Adventures in Alaska,Yukon Territory, B.C.,
Ecuador, etc. Stories, photographs, and
song. Performance in the Thomas College
Gym in Waterville. 10 November from 8-10
pm. $1 for students with an l.D.

NUCLEAR WAR DRAMA- ABC is airing
what has been called "the most controversial and horrifying" film ever made for the
home screen. It's called "The Day Afte r"
and will be shown on 20 November.- (Keep
posted for time.) A discussion will follow .
(Time and place to be announced.)

Karenf ace
X-mas, yes?
Scott ,
MUSK- the perfume that spreads from
"close contacl"! Thanks lor Ihe whif!

Pick up winter COOT (Jan 25-28, 1984)
leader applications in the Student Activities
Office. Applications are due on Nov. 18,
1983.

.'

Subm it your own or your Mother 's favorite recipe
for consideration in planning the menu for that nig ht.
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The recipe shou ld be adaptabl e to quanti ty food preparation .
Submi ssions should be sent to or given to your

\

Dining Hall Manager or to the Directo r of Food Services .
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EGO notes

Wednesda y, December 7, 1983
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I heard that operators do it at/on 95.
A backseat driver

Give me a "M"
Give me a "K"
Zzzzzzzzzizzz
Good Night Stark !

fl n fl
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A lan,

You might be sorry for the things you do,
but you're always sorrier for the things you
don't do because then you'll never know.
And afterward you find yourself wondering
about it.
Stanley Ellin
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Mike Heel
Brevity is a virtue; get virtuous!
A disenchanted reader

Dear Leslie (309)
Your antics cannot continue or
disciplinary action will be taken. Do you
understand me?
¦ Lov e,
Aunt Janice

My Recipe Night At Colby
¦

I

K.C. and Vik,
The things you do to get attention. Please
try not ot overrate yourselves, it upsets Colby's balance of ego.
The Freshmen Groupies

To the other half of KKKG:
No matter how many love notes the
roommate gets, remember that your
children love you.
5304

$

\\

SmurphYou should lay oft the search. If you can't
find your own G-spot, forget it.
Signed,
Concerned

Amy:

l ~~ l
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KatyIs Ihat REAL GORTEX??! You must be
something else. Is yellow the color for the
Wellesley Yacht Club?!
Oh so Impressed
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Jazz Great to
perform

by Peter Necheles

"An Evening with Betty
Carter " will be held this Saturday
at 8 p.m. in Lorrimer Chapel.
Carter is considered by many to
be "the " jazz musician of our
times. For over 35 years she's sung
"beboo" music startine as a
teenager in her hometown ,
Detroit, with biggies like Lion el
Hampton, Duke Ellington, Billy
Holiday, and Charlie Parker, the
pioneer of the "be-bop "tradition.
Be-bop was the latest, grabbing
attention of youth with its "daring, flatt ed fi fth s, scats, fast tempos...and association with the
drug culture" when Carter started
out, Known also for its spontaneity and vibrance, it caught the attention of a young Carter. At 16
slie was sneaking into clubs,

Jazz singer Betty Carter will perform Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Her performance is in conjunction with
Lorimer Chapel.
this year 's theme, "Celebrating Diversity and Confronting
Intolerance."

Lorin Hollander and
CCSO are flawless
by Meghan Casey
Pianist Lorin Hollander performed with the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra in
Wadsworth Gym Saturday night.
The concert was a part of a series
of performances by professional
musicians Being sponsorea mis
semester by the Colby Community Music Associates (CCMA).
The orchestra performed
withou t Hollander for the first
half of the concert. They fi rst
presented "The Overture to 'La
CIcmcrta di Tito * " by Mozart.
"La Clemcrta dl Tito ", Mozart's
last opera , was commissioned by
Emperor Leopold II to celebrate
his coronation as King of
Bohemia in 1791. Though the
opera never join ed the basic repcr-

iqJr.?,*k U»p./sy^jy;f.l!}Jrfflvwrt 1x,

performed in concert.
The orchestra played excellently, with especially good cello and
violin sections, they performed
seemingly flawlessly. The orchestra was well conducted by
Peter Re.
The orchestra also performed
Aaron Copland's "Appalachian
Spring. " Copland composed
"Appalachian Spring " as a ballet
for Martha Orahm. Winning the
Pulitzer Prize for music in 194S ,
the piece is a beautiful one depicting the tale of two lovers beginning life together.
Hollander joined the orchestra
for the second half of the show.
Together they performed Brnhm 's
Concerto NO. 2 for Piano and
Orchestra Op. 83. The piece includes four movements instead of
the customary .three, with n slier-

zo between the. first and slow
movements.
The piece is designed so that the
piano works with the orchestra
rather than as an opposing force
to it. Hollander 's light blended
well with the orchestra. His performance was excellent, as was the
orchestra 's.

Peter Re, the conductor of the
orchestra was very good. He
handled the orchestra well, letting
it take center stage in the first half
of the show, and making it mix
with Hollander 's piano in the
second.
The concert was the fourth In ,
CCMA's series, and was a pleasant evening.
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listening to the greatest jazz musicians of the period.
When finally legal, she started
singing for Lionel Hampton 's
band. Betty "be-bop " became her
not so endearing nickname. Her
uncompromising honesty, she Iik-

jazz and onto the more lucrative
rock genre. This trend has. conti nu ed to the p r esen t , as young
musicians find it tough to get contracts. In response to her own difficulti es, Carter started her own
recording company, on e of the
pH ril77V f!ilf(»cr«'*» f oe.t tt>r i h n n
few successful ones started by a
Hampton, made for tension. woman.
Their relationship was short-lived.
In the last ten years, Carter has
In the 50's Carter performed achieved the recognition as a great
with stars like Muddy Water, j azz star that eluded her for so
Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk , long\ She has appeared at the
and Ray Bryant among others. Newport Jazz Festival, on BroadHer peak came with a 1961, Ray way, on Public Television,' and at
Charles album. Carter once the White House. Her concerts
remarked, "The Ray Charles are filled and her spirit is high.
Record is what gets me the 'slow Carter says "...1'm having a pretpop '." The "slow pop"is the jazz ty good ti me, having some
buffs finger snap of high respect. memorable moments, I'm still doThe 60's were harsh for the jazz ing what I want to do and its beworld as the British invasion turncont. on p. 8
ed the record studios away from

• Carter Concert
ing appreciated. "
Carter will also give a lecture on
Sunday, at 8 p.m. in Lovejoy 100.
She will discuss her career and the
obstacles she has faced as a bl ack
female
musician
an d

Arts Notes WRee l #?3L
[TLj Peopfe,/

businesswoman. Both the concert
and the lecture are a part of Colby 's the m e for the academic year:
"Celebrating Diversity and Confronti ng Intolerance. "

Lecture-Alice Aycock, sculptor from New York City, gives
a slide sho w on her works Thursday, Nove mber 10, at 8pm
in Given Auditorium.

COLBY GLEE.CLUB CONCERT-joint concert with Bates
College Chorus, Sun., Nov. 13 at 8pm in Lorimar Chapel.
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Now $79.90

C.C.M. Steel Blades

Now $39.
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Did your foreign car cheer

Now |
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when we lost the

Now $5.°°

Americas cup ?

it F re e names pressed it

Or did it just

Don 't forget our package deals of
Cross-Country and Downhill Skis by

. . . coug h?

Bring it to Metric Motors,
the Foreign Car Specialists

Rossignol and other famous names!!
10% discount with Colby T.D.
167 Main St.

186 Drummond Ave .
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Keg's & bar bottles in stock

Open every night till 12:00
Fri & Sat till lam

873-6565 873.7574
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10-inch Pepperoni or
j
Hani or Cheese pizza j

NOW 99c j | Reg $2.10
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Sat 7:30-4:00

WE ARE YOUR LATE NIGHT
PKZA & SUB SHOP
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Dave's Barbersho p

Tue-Fri ' 7:30-5:00

873- 192A
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PEQUOD-needs material submitted to Colby 's literary
magazine. Submit to staff members or Pequod office in the .
English Dept. Deadline Nov. 10.

.
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"All the Right Moves" is an unspectacular movie, but it
will probably re-assert Torn Cruise as a teenage sex symbol.
The role won't propel him into the artistic class of Matt Dillon
or Sean Penn. He comes across flat. He is intense, but in scenes
which require another emotion - he's vapid and awkward .
Cruise plays Stefen Dv orjiak , a poor high school football
star who is desperately in search of a scholarship out of dismal
steel town. He's good enough and things look bright until he
gets kicked off the team for disciplinary reasons. What he, does
is stick up for his teammates, and himself after a particularly
painful loss. His truthful evaluation of the loss provokes the
action of the coach to remove him. The coach, Craig T. Nelson,
. has the same hopes as Stefen for getting out of their miserable
town. He's been considered for a college level post. Consequ ently , both characters are ambitious, egotistical , and exceptionally selfish. Stefen is the first to have his redeeming
—epiphany due mostly to the efforts of his girlfriend , Lea
Thompson. It is in this scene which Cruise fails to meet the
demands of his role. Actually, Lea Thompson overshadows
Cruise in her\ange and execution. Also, her character is just
as interesting, and her situation more challenging; yet, her
character is reduced to accommodate Cruise's. The reformed
but desperate Stefen eventually causes the coach to repent and
all things work out.
The whole movie is predictable especially the football scenes,
b u t thi s isn 't the major flaw of the film. In fact , there isn't
a major flaw - just an accumualtipn of minor inadequacies.
In addition , it also lacks the spark and originality of movies
,
like "Risky Business ".
There's a lot of social sympathy about the bleakness of the
town and the lives of its inhabitants , but it is beaten into us
in a broe , manner. We celebrate and sympathize with the
younger generation , but the not so older characters are too
one dimensional and caricaturized. They seem to belong in the
town. Their dreams have dissipated , but why? We see one very
promising teammate stay and he 's content. He says he has a
wife and expectant child , and that is something no one else
can offer hin\, not even USC. This division within form greatly
detracts form the film 's ambition .

CONTRA-DANCE-and Ch owder dinner , with band Ernie and
the Farm Boys. Thursday , Nov. 17 at 5:30 - 7:30 (dinner) and
7:30 - 10:30 (dance) in Foss Dining Hall. Sponsored by the
Outing Club.

HOURS
MON & SAT 8 00 TO 5.00 •
T UfcS THRU'FRI 8 00 TO 8.00

(fed)

by John Prorok

CONCERT-Betty Carter, jazz musician , with LoComotion.
Titled Confronting Prejudice. "Nov. 12 at 8pm in Lorimar *
Chapel.

i Mt ohiBC II
JFK MAIL
WATERVILLS- Mh
CALL: 87? b'fbU
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STU-A FILM- "Breaker Morant " Friday and Saturday ,
November II and 12 at 7:00 and 9:30pm in L100.
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Meatba ll and Cheese sub

NOW $1.49 I II Reg $1.99
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Glee
Club
concert

"Breaker Morant " good
by Doug Scalise

by Meghan Casey
The Bates Chorus and the Colby Glee Club will perform a joint
concert Sunday, Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
in Lorrimer Chapel. The concert
is a reciprocal one as Colby's Glee
Club visited Bates last year '
The concert will celebrate the
150th anniversary of the birth of
Johannes Brahms as well as explore different traditions, in
American music.
The Bates Chorus, directed by
Marion Anderson , will perform
works by Arronn Copland. The
Colby Glee Club, directed by
Prof. Paul Machlin of the Music
department , will sing selections
representing three traditions in
American music: European influenced , Afro-American , and
contemporary-experimental. The
choice of music wasvmade ;in conjunction with Colby's theme for
the academic year, "Celebrating
Diversity and Confronting
Intolerance. "
The Glee Club will perform
three spirituals in their original ar-

The Colby Glee Club, directed by Professor Paul Machlin, will perform this
Sunday in Lorimer Chapel.
rangements. Leon Buck , a senior
at Colby, will read excerpts from
James Weldon Johnson 's "God's
Trombones" in conjunction with
the spirituals .
In the second half of the concert , the ' Bates Choru s and the
Colby Glee Club will work
together. They will perform
Brahm 's "Schicksalslied" (Song
of the Destiny) and Heinrich
Schuetz's setting of the 100th
psalm "Praise; the Lord , all ye
lands. "

Redken Retail Center -

Chic Hair Fashions
Unisex Salon
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INTERES TED IN A MASTERS DEGREE IN
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FRI. NIGHT: Fox
—

Please send an applica tion and a brochure about
Rice Univers i ty 's JONES GRADUAT E SCHOOL t o:
NAME
-

SAT. NIGHT: Fox

—

SUN NIGHT: Cry baby
TUES NIGHT: Crybab y

(please p rint)

ADDRESS

"

"

~
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COLLEGE

.
'

Water Street , Waterville

THURS. NIGHT: Fox

. For Further In formation Contact :
Career Planning Office
—>
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A
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Admission reg. $2 or more , V2 pru v w/ Colb y

November 11 , 1983
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"Casino Royale" is an hysterical movie starring Woody Allen ,
Peter Sellers, David Niven , and Orson Wells and directd by John
Huston. Allen is the wacky Dr. Noah in this parody of the James
Bond Movies. If you ever get sick of watching Bond get out of
unbelievable jams without ever staining his three piece suit , you 'll
love this movie.

W CHEZ

Discover rice Univerity 's J esse H. J ones Graduate
School of Administratio n - A Representative will be
on campus on

-

At the end of the Boer War, three Australian soldiers are brought
to court-martial. The charge: murdering some Boer "civilians " they
had captured in a vengeful raid , along with a German missionary
whose death has provoked a murmur of international reproach. The
soldiers ' commander , Lord Kitcher , wants to make an example of
them so as to disarm world opinion about his unedifying conduct
of a nasty war.
This very traditional looking film is dramatically fast , full of
strongly developed characters who never deteriorate into good-guy,
bad-guy spokesmanship. There is no doubt that the soldiers committed the crimes with which they are charged. But their defense
attorn ey (well played by Jach Thompson) argues that it is both a
miscarriage of justice and an act of hypocrisy to single out these
men for crimes no different from those committed by half the British
Expeditionary Force and by soldiers on half the battlefields of the
world .
At heart , "Breaker Morant " is a court room drama. There are
well-styled flashbacks that grant the film a life and movement outside its judicial chamber. There is plenty inside too , thanks to Edward Woodward 's fine performance in the title role. "Breaker
Morant " is a distinctive Australian film.
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Always A Good Time At...

ZIP

DEGREE DATE

Wateryille ' s Hottest Wet Spot

RICE UNIVERSI TY

JONES GRADUAT E SCHOOL COADMINISTR AT ION
P.O. BOX .1 892

HOUSTON , TEXAS 77001
(7 13) " 527 .-W93 .
Rice Un i v e r s i t y Is an equa l opportunity /affir mative
.
actlo n ^ J nstitution . ,
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If your club or organization
needs money call us, and
we 'll help you raise It.
:Fred Cutter 483-7498 .J_
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Colby 's netminder: Tim McCrystal
McCrystal : His
11-8 record and
3.09 goals against
average made him
a first team all-star
in ECAC Division
II East last season.
by Bob Aube
Last year , Colby 's men 's
hockey team finished with an 11-9
record in ECAC Division II and
a fourth place standing in the East
division. That ranking was good
enough to give Colby home ice advantage in the playoffs for the
first time in 15 seasons. And one
of the main factors in their success was the emergence of a
talented goalie. After two seasons
as a part-time player , Tim
McCrystal took over the starting
job and sparkled in the nets. His
11-8 record and 3.09 goals against
average in Division II earned him
the honor of being selected a firstteam all-star in the East Division
of ECAC Division II.

ing rebounds. And because he is

McCrystal showed marked improvement over his first two years
in a Colby uniform. He had goals
against averages of 4.30 in his
freshman campaign and 4.48 in
'82-'83. But last season ,
everything fell into place for the
senior netminder, and with his ascent the fortunes of the team as
well. Head Coach Mickey Goulet
calls him " a leader, someone who
doesn't mind hard work." In fact ,
McCrystal was captain of the soccer team this year and he is an
altern a te captai n f or the hock ey
squad. He leads not only by be-

su ch a p er fectio n ist , he doesn't

allow himself to stop working on
his craft. "He improved a lot last
year, and.he can im prove again
this year ," Goulet says.
Goulet is quick, to note that
despite McCrystal's hard work to
better himself, the en tire team has
had much to do with his success".
The stress is one defense, and he
impresses on his players the importance of a low goals against
average. Colby is a good defensive
team, and th at certainly helps take
so m e of the pr essur e o ff
McCrystal's shoulders. Goulet
declares, 'If a goalie doesn't have
any defense, he won't make the
saves. But if he has a defense in
front of him, Timmy will make
the big save when it is needed."
Colby would very much like to
earn home-ice advantage in the
playoffs again this year. To do
that they need consistent,, steady
goaltending. And in Tim
McCrystal, they quite possibly
have that goaltending. Chances
are rather good that he'll not only provide the big save when called upon , but also the leadership
necessary for Colby to have a
strong showing this season.

ing a superb goaltender, but also
by example. He refuses to get
complacent about his own
abilities, and in so doing, doesnot
give other players reason to do so
about their skills. He is a perfectionist, sometimes critical of
himself. This drives him to work
even hardr to be the best he can.
Goulet believes that McCrystal
has the potential to blossom into
a still better goalie. He is a natural
athlet e, as is evident by the fact
that he also played goalie for the
soccer team. Goulet points out ,
"They 're very different positions,
but he works hard at both. " To
complement his natural talents,
McCrystal has labored on the
finer arts of goaltending, such as
cutting down angles and controll-

Goalle Tim McCrystal
was an integral part of
Colby's success last
season.

Mistakes haunt mules
by Paul Mopney

Colby 10. Two plays later Piermarini passed 3 yard s for the
Three untimely mistakes Tufts touchdown that gave the
nullified a near-perfect Mule ef- Jumbos a 12-7 lead. After a missfort as Tufts snuck off with a ed conversion , the Mules were
19-15 victory in the cold and rain, unable to move the ball and were
last Saturday in Medford , Mass. forced to punt. Once again ,
The Jumbos capitalized on two er- however , disaster struck as the
rors by the Mules' special teams kick was blocked and recovered at
and a missed defensive assignment the Colby 15. A nine yard TD pass
to jump to a 19-7 half time lead , to Mike Kline and an extra point
and held off the Mules comeback made it 19-7.
attempt in the second half to imThe third period was scoreless,
prove their season record to 3-3-1. but in the fourth the Mules
Colby lost its bid for a 4-4 season, mounted a 50-yard , seven play
dropping 2-5.
drive that ended in a one yard
Tufts scored first on a 57-yard touchdown by Ricci, and wns
Dave Picrmarini to Ken Jacobson spurred by a key 18-yard pass play
pass play in the first quarter , but to halfback Francis Kelley. The
the extra point was missed. Col- two point conversion by Ricci
by then responded with a 14-play, made the score 19-15.
70 yard drive culminating in a 10
After the defense held the Jumyard TD pass from Mike Ricci to bos, Colby again received the ball
receiver Steve McCue. The Jay with 1:55 remaining, but after
Kembal conversion put the Mules penetrating into Tufts ' territory ,
ahead , 7-6.
the drive was halted by a 15 yard
In the second period , two unsportsmanlike conduct penalty.
miscucs on punt plays gave Tufts
Colby coach Chris Raymond
the lead it would never relinquish. was dissapointed with the tough
The first was a bad snap over loss, but commented that tlie
punter Kemble's head that was team's play, outside of a few costnftflvtefetf 'brthtWfobotf'yr tlfo*' ly"'•rn-fstaKe.;-"wrt'^'UHtariy

Feeley is top Div. III runner
by Andrew Sheehan

Saturd ay afternoon at Franklin
Park , Boston , the Men 's Cross
Country team finished tenth in the
All-New England Championship,
The team excelled despite bad
flawless," "The defense played its
course conditions, caused by two
days of heavy rain; that left the
best game of the year by far," he
said , "and Frarfk Kelley played as grass and cement course slow and
treacherously slippery . The team
close to a perfect game as I've ever
placed first among Division III
seen played. " Raymond also
schools, and Art Feeley was the
heralded the play of Ricci , who
fi rst Division III runner to cross
played his best game of the
the finish line , earning thirtyseason , passing for 148 yards on
second in a time of 25:06. The
eleven completions. "In all , " he
team avenged their two earlier
said , "It was a winning effort
defeats to Bates, the most recent
despite the result. "
coming last week at the State of
The Mules must now prepare
Maine Championship.
for the most important game of
The field of over 210 runners
the season this Saturday against
Bowdoin at Seaverns Field. The
from more .t han thirty colleges
contest will determine the 1983 and universities, set offon the five
CBB Championship, an honor ' mile looping course under a cold
drizzle. Tom Pickering, Art
not bestowed upon Colby since
Feeley, and Kevin Forley ran
1972. "A win Saturday, " said
closely together for the first half
Raymond , "would make our
of the race, passing the two mile
season complete. It would help
recruiting, help our kids condition
point in 9:54. The cold dampness
quickly sapped the runner 's legs
in the off season, and carry over
of their strength , but Colby 's runinto next year. I can't stress how
crucial this game is." As for Col- ners gained on tlie field over the
by's chances: "I bclicvc.we will
latter stages of the race. After
win this one. They (Bowdoin) Feeley, Keven Farley finished
have a very good offense, but a fifty-first overall in 25:23. Coach
Wescott remarked that Kevin 's
simple defense. Our defense
progress thi s season h as been
should be ready for them. "
phenomenal and the racing base
¦
t ' M . - V 'fl •>'( •/ >• •- • '! '• ' t ' > t ' i- j 'Cf built tip this scusorislrould helpas

a spring board for the upcoming possibly having the top Division
indoor track season. Tom Picker- III team in the country. He sees
ing placed fifty-sixth with a time a second place battle between
of 25:27. Freshman Phil Thorton Bates, Williams, SMU and Colby.
attempting to peak twice in one
season , continued to show strong
improvement running 25:35 good
for sixty-third pjace. Kevin Coyle
ran 26:00 with Hans Hagen one
second behind Coyle; they placed nineth-second and ninety-fifth
respectively . Mike Misner rounded out Colby 's top seven placing
one hundred and tenth , These
This past Wednesday, Colby
seven runners will represent Colby next weekend in the New men's soccer began its quest for
England
Division
III
the NESCAC championship by
Championship, i
facing top ranked Middlebury in
Coach Wescott complimented the semifinals, The top four
his team for its "winning at- squads qualifying for the tournatitude, " Four of the top seven ment were Middlebury (9-1-4),
ronners are freshmen and Wescott Williams (8-2-3), Amherst (6-2-3)
acknowledged he had not ex- and finaliy. Colby at 8-5-2. Midpected to be vying for a second dlebury by far is the strongest of
place finish in the Division III the lot and is ranked third in DiviChampionships. "The freshmen sion III. Colby, though , tied 2-2
have-shown a lot of maturity and during the regular season and Is
confidence in themselves to have hoping for an upset. The winner
stepped into such a high level of will face the winner of the
competition in just one collegiate Amlierst/Williams gome for the
season," Wescott added .
NESCAC crown.
Next weekend Wescott believes
Tom Pickering, Art Feeley, and
Kevin Farley arc all capable of
breaking into the top fifteen
placesand qualifying for the National Championships, Wescott
conceded the team title is out df ¦ ¦ ¦
, ;
:
-¦
ranch with' Brandeis ' UrtfvWslty* >'• ' ';'rr r ;- -; v' .:,v('.r.-*Tv , :,i . ;

Soccer
vs. .
Middleb ur y

Colby loses to
Middlebury
4-0

November 10, 1983

Giblin first
by Deb Scanlon
The' Womens Cross Country
team competed in Worcester, MA
for the AU New England's Crosscountry Championships, last
Saturday. The 3,2 mile race took
place at Green Hill Golf Club, a
name which accurately described
the course. Over 200 competitors
were challenged by numerous hills
and strong winds. Colby faced 30
division I, II, and III teams such
as UVM, BU and UNH, f rom all
over New England. Boston College won the meet with 51 points.
Colby placed twentieth overall
with only Division HI schools
Middlebury, Bates, Fitchburg
State and Southern Maine in front
of them. Colby scored 629 beating
Bowdoin with a score of 630.
' Kris Gibliri, coming back
strong, fi n ish ed fi rst fo r Colby
placing one hundred and third
with a time of 20:21:4. Jeanne
Guild and Deb Lindberg ran
together with Giblin placing only

a few steps behind her. Guild ran
an excellent race finishing six
places behind Giblin with a time
of 20:29:5. Lindberg finished one
hundred and fifteenth in a time of
20:33.1. Ginger Prigge ran a consistent race finishing one hundred
and forty-fourth with a time of
21:13.7. Daryl Agney wound up
fifth in 22:12.1 for one hundred
and sixty-seventh place. Rachel
Graham and Rachel Brandzel also

CBB crown
for ruggers
The Colby Mens Ruggers attained the CBB title this past
weekend at Bates College. The
ruggers won the game 14-6 in a
match up that will not be soon
forgotten. The game was played
in two forty minute halves despite
the subarctic conditions and gale
force warnings . Mighty Jeff Flynn
and Brian "Calming Influence "
Prcney , scored the tries in the first

EXT. DAT E

TIME

Freshman basketball court Ms.Deborah Pluck

2372 Thurs, Nov 17

4:00 p.m.

Field house lo&by

Mr. Richard Whitmore

2367

Fri, Nov 18

12:45 p.m

.Mr. Wally Covell
The Poulins

2369

Mon, Nov 14

1:00 p.m.

SPORT

PLACE

Badminton
GolP"

FACULT Y

Racquetball

Racquetball courts

Riding

Poulins Hillside Stables

Squash

Squash courts

Swimming

Pool

Tennis

indoor courts

Volleyball

Freshman basketball court Ms. Deborah Pluck

453-9731

. Ms. Laura Carson
Mr. Robert Johnston

half and Rich "Fast talker " Mac
Neille kicked the extra point.
After the rousing speech given by
Mike "worm " Megna during
halftime, the ruggers decided it
was time to score again, Kevin
"Lodgeman " Mead plowed into
the tryzone for a quick four
points.
The ruggers finished the season
with a 5-3-1 record.

9:30 a.m.

2371 Tues,Nov 15

7:00 p.m.

2375 Thurs, Nov 17

9:00 a.m.

2372 Thurs, Nov 17

3:00 p.m.

If you have a WSI certi ficate, take it to Mr. Johnston at this time.

Ms. Laura Carson

(

Call 2371 and register with the Physical Education secretary, Glenna Michaud. If

¦

yo u are unable to be prese nt at the ti me of a test d ue to an acade mic conflict ,
other ar ra ngements must be made directly with the exam iner PR IO R to the date of

• -the test..

Students who are proficient in the activities which are tested may be granted one
semester 's w aiver of the physical ed ucation graduation requi rement for each sport
test passed. The physical education requirement is 2 semesters of physical education. The standard for passing the test is comparable to the level that would be expected from the completion of an advanced physical education class.

I-Play title for Quad
Led by quarterback Joe Valle,
Women 's Quad surpassed The
Wanderers 7-0 to earn the I-Play
Football title last Friday . Played
in a downpour, the gamSs only
score came on a touchdown pass
from Valle to receiver Ben Lowry.
The Quad was also paced by a
strong effort from Rob Graham.
Known for burying opponents by
20 or more points, the Quad was
undefeated during its regular
season. This domination continued into the playoffs as the
Quad won two straight for the
title.
During the regular season ten

Now Open

teams ranging from Mary Low to
Zete co mpeted , pe r h aps the
largest turnout in I-Play Football
history. A round robin format
was used so each team played
every other team in the league,
nine games in all.

Zete I in the opening round and

The W an d er er s likewise by

beating Hillside Blues II.
Congratulations to Women 's
Qu ad , an d it i s hoped th at n ex t
fall will bring another strong turnout in I-Play Football.

141 Main St. Wa terville , Maine

The top four teams made the
playoffs with the Women's Qu ad
finishing first at 9-0, and The
Wanderers second with a 7-2
mark. Zete I (5-4) and Hillside
Blues II occupied the remaining
two playoff spots. The Quad progressed to finals by eliminating

Hamlin 's

Bever age Barn

52 Front Street,Waterville
|
873-6228
| I
L

Old Milwaukee and
Old Milwaukee Light j
in 14 oz. cans onl y j

...

$2.45 a six

*

Un der new manageme nt 3
Elm Plaza • Waterville
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Almaden in 3 litr e j
bottles onl y $5.69
j
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On a chilly November evening
a simple game took place. A game
that was to be term ed by some as
the greatest ball game ever played.
I disagree, it was the greatest ball
game ever played in the United
States. Dana had defeated
Foss/Woodman in intramural
volleyball winning one of the most
coveted of intramural championships. In only two games and in
under forty-five minutes Dana
had wrenched the title away form
the as yet undefeated Foss/Woodman. In all fairness it should be
noted that our opponents were
not playing with their strongest
team, but then neither were we. It
is very difficult to present names
for special commendation since
the whole team played well, and
since the same team never played
together twice during the series. I
salute our worthy opponents and
present the Dana Overwhelmed
roster: Captain Doug Scalise,
Mike Ashley, Martin Berger,
Donna Christie, Greg Estey, Hans
Foyerson, Cindy Gillis, Hank
Kinsley, Joey Marcoux, Peter
Mendes and Steve Runge.
j

m

" owncast
D
candies |
^
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by M.A. Berger

Call for appointment/fee

2375 Tues, Nov 15

Registration for Tests:
ran the race together, helping each
other to places and times of one
hundred and seventy-fourth ,
22:28.6 and one hundred and
seventy seventh , 22:40.1
respectively.
After having a break this past
weekend, the women's team is
gearing up for the last meet of the
season this weekend. They will
travel to Southern Mass. University where they will compete in the
Division
III
Eastern
Championships. .

Dana wins
volleyball

Physical Education Proficiency Tests

ME I LAM
LAC
CANTONESECUISINE& COCKTAILS
JFK Mall , Kenned/ Memorial Drive
Waterville

ORDERS TO GO
PLEASE CALL

87^5509 or873 -744 1
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SPORTS THIS WEEK
N ovember 12
Football-Bowdoin
Men's Cross Country-N.E. Division ill at

Boston

Women's Cross Country--N.E. Division III at
SMU
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MEN...

IF YOU'RE EIGHTEEN ,
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Passkey's First in its Class
Why? Instant cash withdrawals, deposits, account transfers, even .
balance inquiries all at the push of a button,24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
And best of all, Passkey's free with any checking account at any
Depositors or Canal office.

I
1 YOU SHOULD BE REGISTERING 1
FOR MORE THAN
1
JUST COURSES.

Semesterat Sea

Member FIDO

TTffffTT?
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*

All You Campers!!
Have y ou bought your
Camp Colby T-Shirt yet??
Get one f ast bef ore
they are all gone . . .
^
supp lies are limited , so . . .
Please the whole family with this
unique Banes 100% cotton shirt
f or the low pr ice of only $7.00!!
Available at Chap lin 315, Coburn 305,
and at Dining Halls during dinner.
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TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS

jMK^^^^ H
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Departs in January from Ft.
^fe'Jiij ^^ Pw| ^^^^^ y
Lauderdale , Florida , with stops
#'< M ^^^^pi^^^^ ^^ '-, '/ ^^^ E,|^K '
in South America , Africa , South
Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle
^^^^ ^f^ffl^H '
in September with stops in the Orient ,
^w^
the Middle East and the Mediterranean .
1

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester
at Sea offers students an academic program of the
highest standards with related in-port experiences. This
full semester is available to qualified students from all
accredited colleges and universities.
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh
and other leading universities and augmented by guest
experts, more than 60 university courses are offered v
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, are available.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,
18,000 ton ship, registered in Liberia and built in
America. Semester at Sea admits students without
regard to color, race or creed.
For complete det ails in a color brochure ,
write Semester at Sea , UCIS , Univer sity off
Pitts burgh , Forbes Quadrangle , Pitts bur gh,
PA 15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or
(412)624-602 1 in Pennsylvania .
Adult Education Programs ore also available.
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On politics and moralit y

Prom the Editors

Force in Central America

Language requirement
should remain
There is an argument, which has more than a few supporters, saying that Colby's
language requirement should be modified drastically, if not eliminated altogether.
The requiremen t , this argument goes, lowers one's grade point average; it takes valuable
time away from other studies, which are often more mteresting for students; it does,
generally , more harm than good. .
.
,
,
Even
if
each
of
these
arguments
are
true
however
the
conclusi
on
that
the
require,
ment should be changed is false.
To make the language requirement pass/fail because it tends to lower student's
grade point averages would only lessen the requirement 's importance in the eyes of
the students. It would remove much of the motivation for learning a language
" thoroughly , and the value of the requirement -would be largely lost. For better or
worse, many students put work into a class not out of interest but for the grade.
They take courses pass/fail in order to ease their work load, and doing less work
inevitably means learning less.
It is true that , for most people, learning a foreign language requires hard work .
Students are reimbursed for the work by the four credits given for each semester of
a language. If the possibility for harm is great, the possibility of reward is also great.
To talk of the grade as a' reward is, however, to place too much emphasis on the
grade point average. As a measure of a student 's academic acheivements, of course
. it should include grades from languages. But the study of a language, and the
knowledge of a foreign culture that comes with it , carries its own rewards, however
cliched that phrase is.
One can speak , of course, of the knowledge itself as a goal, and of the satisfaction
from knowing another language. However,' one learns more from the study of a
language than a few all-too-casily forgotten words. One learn s how to think , how
to study, to, stretch the mind and use it analytical ly and positively. Learning a language
can teach students almost as much about themselves as about others. This is am im. portant part of any liberal arts education , and changing Colby 's language requirement would only hurt it.
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observer of these trends, they are
sure that the U.S. will invade ,
soon.
One can take issue with the
assertions of a U.S. invasion , but
care must be taken to consider
several recent developments there.
The major victories of the opposition forces in EI Salvador, which
yielded control of two major cities
to the popular movement , were
not j ust against government
troops, they were victories against
contingents of the Alcatl Battalion , highly trained by the U.S.
in counterinsurgency tactics and
guerilla warfare.
The approval last week by Congress of 18 million more dollars in
m ilitary aid for the "covert "
ope r ati on s of the co n tras in
Nicar agu a illust r ates a convictio n
on the part of our leaders that
there is a need to wage war on the
Sandanista government. The recent establishment of a major
U.S. military command in Honr
duras , which borders Nicaragua
and El Salvador , represents
vigorous ' efforts to develop a
militar y
presence , w hile
diplomatic efforts seem to have
been jud ged as unnecessary or
undesirable. As was pointed out
by the Latin American students ,
U.S. officials are not ruling out
U.S. military intervention at this
point , and the events in Grenada
are indications of our willingness
to act militarily with little regard
for nonviolent solutions.
In addition to their convictions
that the U.S. will invade soon , the
students spoke about the convic-

tions of their native people to
bri ng political and economic
equality into their societies , and
to fight for it if they must. There
is a logical and necessary connection between belief in something
and willingness to fight for it , as
many Latin Americans are
demonstrating. If we Americans
support the role our government
has assumed in Central America ,
then we should be willing to fight
for it. If we feel that the U.S.
government is pursuing a destructive policy then an equal responsibility rests upon us to take issue
with that policy and the government that pursues it. This is what
the Latin American students were
here to ask of us, th at we f u lfill
our part of the democratic
contract.
Perhaps our sense of responsibility for the role that our
government has assumed is dimmed by the fact that most of us
^
by small
would be unaffected
scale U.S. military involvement.
We would read about it as we did
Grenada. But the logical connectition also exists between war ,
dra ft , and 18-20 year olds, and
some of us could find ourselves
compelled to be in another country, with different clothes on ,
shooting at people we've never
seen before. Unfortunately,
human nature seems to be such
that we don 't act on a situation
until it affects us directly. I would
argue that it would be not only to
our advantage but to the advantage of many Latin Americans as

at Colby. And the inability to
clearly define the problem makes
As of late, a great number of it a problem.
relevant issues on this campus
Are Colby students really as
have been discussed which all well-informed about alcohol as
seem to lead back to a dealing they should be? From my perwith the topic of alcohol. The ma- sonal viewpoint , I would answer
jor difficulty, when dealing with yes. I belief that the majority of
the topic of alcohol here at Col- students who drink are very
by, seems to be deciding just how knowledgeable about alcohol and
.
to approach the issue. The ques- its effects , and are mature and
tion is one which may not be easi- responsible enough to make their
ly answered soon.
own decisions regarding alcohol
Is alcohol a problem here at use. However , I will admit that
Colby? I doubt that one could set there is a small minority of
a majority vote either in the students who mny'lack the responnegative or the affirmative. The sibilit y or the maturity of
question of what exactly are the character to make a wcll-infonncd
criteria for a "problem " would ,, decision about alcohol use. Ancl
preclude a definitive answer. Do 1 feci that it is these people who
Colby students drink too much?
need assistance indentin g wilit the
Again, the question of how much
possible haza rds of alcohol use.
is too much really prevents one
Much effort has been made
from accurately proposing an recently to give students more acanswer, much less a solution, lt is cess to information about alcohol,
this kind of ambiguity which sur- nnd to also give students who may
rounds the Issue of alcoliol here have a probfenvald in coping with

that problem. This new emphasis
on "alcohol awareness " is to be
applauded. But is the administration 's effort to inform the student
body going too far? Is the administration trying to "control"
the drinking habits of its students?
This is a question which again is
open to the individu al interpretations of the person answering it.

by Eric Broadbent
For anyone who has kept well
abreast of the developments in
Centra! America, the presentations of three medical students
Tuesday evening in Given
Auditorium from that region concerning the political , eco n omic
and military situations in several
cou n t r ies there were" not particularly laden with new facts or
new information , but all of the
students had a message that was
unambiguous, heartfelt , an d qu ite
urgent. The medical students,
from El Salvador, Nicaragua and
Costa R ica , are in the U.S. principally to speak to American
students about the common concern s of Lati n Am ericans , and are
sponsored by several public action
groups
(Americans
for
Dem ocr atic Action , CALC, Central American Solidarity Assoc.,
others). Although the program
had or igi na lly i n cluded seven
speakers, four students, from
Honduras , Panama , Guatemala
and Mexico, were denied visas.
The only questions in the minds
of these Latin Americans concerning U.S. military intervention
there are: when? and where? They
have seen U.S. troop strength increase in Honduras, they have
watched the American regional
military command expand its staff
and its facilities , and they have
witnessed the willingness of the
Reagan administration to seek a
military solution in El Salvador,
Nicaragua , and now Grenada.
"If? " is not a question to' the

On alcohol
by David Mace

cont. on p. 15

In conclusion , the question of~
alcohol use at Colby is too broad
and too centered on the individual
in question to lend itself readily to
a simple answer. Perhaps the only suggestions whiclvcan be made
arc to make the issue more open ,
and freely accept all students input and opinions on it. By bringing the problem out in the open ,
perhaps it will be possible to
decide if it even exists , and if it
docs, if a solution can be found
which is acceptable to the entire
Colby community.

Off the Hill
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• More than frats

House cleaning

by F.A. Mullin

No, Oscar the Grouchisn 't our interior decorator. It 's just

that when you 're only home long enough to dirty a few dozen

dishes, cleanliness is next to impossible.

Cleaning up your room on campus is a relatively simple task.
You toss out the congealed goo in the soggy pizza boxes, hide
your dirty laundry in the closet behind your roommate's skis ,
vacuum the popcorn kernels out of the 4'x 6' M arden's carpet
rem nan t , untangle the heap of sheets and blankets on your
b ed, rin se the slim e ou t of you r coffee cu p, and you 're done.
Marie or Bob or Pete will take care of the lounges and
bathrooms.
An overwhelming majority of off-campus rental agreements,
however, do not include maid service. This is unfortunate for
the 98.6 per cent of us who absolutely loathe and despise
housework. Sure it's got to be done eventually, but I must admit that scrubbing the toilet ranks around 45th on my priority list , right below joining the Boy George fan club and doing
*
reserve readings.
If you 've ever diskwashed a record for 43 consecutive revolutions or gotten a speck caught behind a contact lens, you
already know how irritating dust can be. It looks tiny and
harmless bu t that 's just a disguise. Dust is quite diabolical.
If all the dust particles in the world suddenly fell to the ground,
the earth's rotation would be drastically altered and we'd probably go spinning into the,sun.
Frankly , I find this thought alarming. It almost makes me
wish Horton the elephant had boiled that pesky dust-speck
years ago.
Lately I've noticed large warrens of dust bunnies multiplying beneath my bed. Sometimes in my early-morning
nightmares I hear them snickering and plotting a rebellion ,
and I worry that they will kidnap me and drag me into the
evil land of lint. But you know how rabbits are. (Or could it
be spontaneous generation?) Before long, my floor is covered
with dust bunny babies again.
Some especially sinister dustballs were lurking in the corners when my mother came up to see our apartment on parents
weekend. Mom is a practical sort of person (and optimistic)
so she bought us a-broom. A fe,w weeks and several futile battles with dust and dirt later , my roommate 's parents came for
a visit. They very politely asked if we needed a broom and

'

wondered if we were much too busy to find time for
housework . Meanwhile, the dust smirked and our rather
neglected broom sat idly in the kitchen, becoming a home for
wayward spiders.
Our kitchen would be a much less chaotic place if disposable
paper pots and pans existed. As .things are now, it takes six
or seven differen t u ten sils to fry one hambur ger and when it's
fin ished, the stove resembes a melt-down at the Crisco factory and the sink looks like a Silver Stone fire sale.
For some reason, when ever it 's my turn to wash the dishes
I find that someone has recently prepared a molten lava
cassarole. When this stuff hardens up it could be used to pave
roads or rebuild Amer ica's infrastructure. And no matter how
many times I' ve been warn ed, I am constantly amazed at the
bullet-proof coating two fried eggs can leave on a plate. After
a few hours of scouring away at this glop, I begin tp wonder
if modern medicine has come up with a cure for dishpan elbow.
When I lived off-campus last year, Ishared a house with
five wo men an d the bath room w as the biggest battlezone this
side of Beruit. We were all very fond of our Kliban cat designer
shower curtain until one day we noticed that our chic kitten
was prancing across a rather mildewy field an d his toes were
becoming a bit gangrenous. The cat's disease progressed into
in fectious leprosy,and afraid of some kind of plague, we finally put the poor cat out of his misery and bought a new^shower
curtain. This year, my roommie and I have just a bathtub,
so cleaning the bathroom is not such a life and death matter.
Once I read an inspirational article that said doing
housework can bring you closer to God. (Seriously, I think
it w as in "Family Circle.") This particular story touted the
therapeutic value of cleaning bathroom facilities. The author
had obviously never praised our porcelain goddess. It sounded too much like a pro-Protestant-ethic promo for Fuller brush
or Amway, so I- remain skeptical about the spiritual rewards
of toilet bowl bnishing.
As I waded through the knee-deep piles of month-old SENTINELS in our livihgroom this afternoon , I recalled seeing
somewhere that crumpled newspapers can give a beautiful, lintless shine to windows. But wash windows?! I stopped myself
before I even attempted such a pointless household chore.
When I remembered where I had read this morsel of information I was mortified. You knew you 've pltimmetted to the
depths of hardcore domesticity when you memorize helpful
household hints that end with "Hugs , Heloise. "

assumption is being made by the administration, as well as by faculty
and students, that the resolution of the fraternity/sorority debate
will magically eliminate all of the major faults in Colby's overall
system.
Yet there are two issues that I believe have been surpassed in favor '
of the more colorful fraternity debate; issues which I feel students
can still attempt to fix. Those two issues involve Jan Plan selections
and the lack of declared minors^
The Jah-plan selections for 1984 were unimaginative at best. The
courses offered were limited, and few deviated from .regular semester
offerings. For the many upperclassmen on campus, who recieved
word that they had not received one of their choices, there was always
the option of Independent Study. But for freshmen , who have to
stay on campus and aren't familiar with the process, things must
have looked extremely bleak. Of the 52 courses listed in the JanPlan booklet, on ly eight of those wer e non-credit , and only three
of those eight involved no extra expense to the student.
I thin k it 's safe to say that whpeven was responsible for the Jan
Plan curriculum was pushing the credit courses. How many students
want to risk their GPA's by takipg a challenging credit Jan Plan
in a field other than their specialty, otherwise known as a major?
I was always led to believe the purpose of the Jan Plan program
was for students and faculty to become involved in areas in which
they have par ticu lar in terest, beyond their regular course load. If
this is till the case , the program is neglecting to fulfill its original
intent.
I realize the Jan Plan system has undergone serious change in the
recent past, as it's been only three years since credit courses have
been offered at all. But there must be some alternatives to this onesided curriculum. If faculty can't be found to teach, why not
qualified seniors presenting courses on a specialized field of research ¦
or interest? In general, the system needs some work.
Secondly, I feel Colby places its students at a serious disadvan"
tage by not allowing for a declaration of minors. A Colby student
now has two options if they wish to major in two fields which are
not included in the eight accepted jpint majors. First , the stu den t
can major in one field and "concentrate" in a second. This system
does not make the student 's second field very visisble on applications and transcripts after graduation. The student 's'second option
is the double major , in which all the requirements for both majors
must be fulfilled. The double major makes-Junior Year Abroad a
virtual impossibility . The student also is often forced , unless they
have amazing foresight, and began their majors first semester of the
freshman year , to take courses in only those two fields in order to
fulfill the requirements before graduation. Even if the student is
willing to take a five course semester, that still only realistically leaves
four courses on the average with which to explore the vast realm
of the "liberal arts education. "
The phrase "liberal arts education " was used by President Cotter during the commission meeting as part of an argument against
fraternities. I would like to suggest that there is something wrong
with the system. The administration is forcing courses down the
throats of studens in the form of language and science requirements
for the sake of "liberal arts ". At the same time they are creating #,
roadblocks at every turn , for the student who wishes to pursue his
or her choice of "liberal arts " courses.
I feel these aspects of Colby should be changed. If enough students
agree with me, and say so, perhaps they can be changed.
;.

For exceptional College Grads
(and those who are soon to be)

A classroom change can do
wonders for scholarship.
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• Expedition 51 in the Caribbean
27 December 1983 - 21 March 1984 ,
•Earn a full semester 's college credi t
•Courses in marine biology, oceanography,
marlrie affai rs & nautical sci&n ce
•Sail on a tall ship
•Make a si gnificant seiontlfic contribution
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Interviews will be held at the Career Plannin g and
Placement Center , 9 AM to 3 PM, on .November 22nd. For
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How ' bout them moose?
have arrived.
Colby has a new football team,
waiting
a
long
time
to
a
new
coach and a new mascot.
been
I've
write this commentary and now I There have been two victories in
can finally say it; "How 'bout two weeks! Historians have to go
back to the decade of the 70's,
them Moose!"
1979 to be exact , to find out the
last time Colby football won two
games in a row. "How 'bout them
Moose!"
Just a couple of years ago fans
The Mules had the potential to
from Florida to West Virginia do some butt kicking in the past,
were going nuts over the Georgia but it has only taken the Moose
Bulldog 's Herschel Walker and one season to kick some serious
they couldn't stop s ayin g "How butt. "How 'bout them Moose?"
'bout them Dawgs. " Well
Well , the Moose have
Herschel has gone, but the Moose developed some clutch fourth
by Arthur Jackson

Commentary

Frats aren't all

quarter performances to stomp on
the Panthers Jf Middlebury and
the Bobcats of Bates. Who's
afraid of a Bobcat anyway? How
'bout those Moose! as in Look
out for the Moose.
What has caused this sudden
turnaround? New coach Chris
Raymond has brought his winning tradition and innovation to
Colby and has developed a wingT offense that leaves past Colby
opponents saying wonderingly,
"How 'bout them Moose? " as in
what are those Moose doing?
Not only is Raymond enthusiastic, but he is a football man

through and through- his father
Harold "Tubby"Raymond is the
head coach at Division I-AA
Delaware. The "Little Tub" is
football tradition at its best-raised
by drawing X's and O's with his
crayola crayons.
Just seeing the coach with fire
in his eyes makes you want to grab
his hand and give a compliment
like , "How 'bout them Moose!"
as in "Congratulations there
coacher."
I mean, "Resolution, Intensity,
Hardness."With a motto like that
we'll knock the opposition all the
way to West Bangor. The other

team will look stunned and say,
"How 'bout them Moose?" as in
what the heck has gotten into
these Colby football players?
Not only will this new football
enthusiasm hp nspfii! Hnirino oamp

time, but it wil co me in handy all
over campus. No longer will you
have to greet your friends with the
old bo rin g, "How you doing?"
Noooo! Instead when you see
your buddy you'll remark, "How
'bout tliem Moose?" and.yo u 'U
have plenty to talk about.
Or if you run into one of your
professors and you don't exactly
feel like striki ng u p a conve rsati on

abo u t yeste rday 's lecture, o r the
wife and kids, just say, "How
'bout them Moose!" and you'll be
on your way to an A no sweat.
But you ask , what happens
when I go see Janice Seitzinger
after a rather wild party in my
room that lasted until 5:00 a.m.
Well , when she says, "What was
going on? " You just shoot back
"How 'bout them Moose " as in
college st u de n ts like to have a
good time at Colby and that will
be the end of the party discussion.
It's a new era, with a new tradition and a new slogan, "How
'bout them Moose!"

by Kate Paterson
It would be virtually impossible for any member of the Colby
Community to remain uninformed , if not uninvolved, with regards
to the fraternity/sorority issue. The Echo is constantly filled with
letters on the subj ect, the Waterville Sentinel has covered some of
the major meetings, and discussions among the students'have become
commonplace. I've been to the Commission Meeting, the Student
Debate held in Lorimer Chapel, as well as listened to the various
sides of the arguments As of now, I've only been convinced of one
^
fact: the debate is out of the hands of the students (rightly or wrongly) and now' rests with the commission and ultimately with Cobly's
Board of Trustees'.
I can only sympathize with members, an d pledges , of the fraternities and sororities on campus, who must feel stalemated until the
Trustees hand down their much discussed January ruling. The en-"
tire issue has disrupted many aspects of Colby life. But I think an

Letters

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

cont. on p. 14

Teach-in

\lo the Editor:
It was disappointing that last
week's ""teach-in '' on U.S.
foreign policy was designed to be
totally one sided in opinion. Only views criticizing American involvement in Grenada and
Lebanon were presented.
This runs coun'ter to the
philosophy we practice at Colby.
We are at Colby to learn to think
analytically and critically. In
courses instructors exhort us to
look at both sides of an issue
when we write papers or discuss
material,, We learn that it is only
through careful analysis of all
points of view that we arc able to
make rational , int elligent
decisions.
' Teach- to show how to do
s6mething: to give instruction; tp
train ;
Last week 's- "teach-in " only
showed us one side of the picture;
only instructed us about some of
the facts; only trained us to look
at the situation one way. .A
synonym of teach is indoctrinate.
Indoctrinate better describes the'
meeting that occurred in the
chapel . We, who attended , were
not given a chance to make a decision for ourselves because we were
only presented one way to think
about this issue.
I attended the teach-in on El
Salvador two years ago and enjoyed it because I was able to~hcnr
speakers arguing for both sides of
the issue.
Is the group who organized this
y ear 's "teach-in " afraid of the
ideas of the other side? I don 't
think sobecause 'tnc 'grou p »eems

satisfied with their position. But ,
it seems a disservice to the Colby
community to attempt to "teach "
the students about United States
foreign policy with only one view
of that policy.
While we are on the subject of
the "teach-in ", I would like to
discuss the situation in Lebanon,
It is easy to criticize the American
loss of lives and call for the
pullout of our forces.
However , this view seems
rather narrowly conceived. There
are many people in Lebanon who
desire peape and the U.S. military
presence'in Beirut is providing
stability for that nation to attempt
to rebuild itself,
If the United States has the
ability to help other people live
peaceful lives, shouldn 't we use
this ability? Shouldn 't human beings and countries help one
another maintain freedom or
should wc let countries fall under
repressive regimes?
If we don 't worry about others,
who will be left to help us when
we are threatened?
In search of the whole story,
Arthur Jackson

• America

well , were we to become "inhuman ", act now, speak out, and
avoid the possibility of our
government taking steps we
ourselves aren 't willing to take:
Such action might be called
con t rar y t o h uman na t ure , but I
argue that it is essential both to
the survival of democracy1 and to
humanity.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

At NSA you 'll discover one
of tho largest computer
inst allations in tho world

There are op portunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very

with almost every major
vendor of computer
equi pment repr esented.
NSA careers provide .
mixtures of such disci p lines
as systems anal ys is and
design , scientific
app lications programming,
data base management
systems , operating
systems , computer
networking /security, and

complex interactive
systems Involving large
numbers of
microprocessors , minicomputers and computer
grap hic s. Professional
growth ii enhanced
through Interaction with
highl y experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts In the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering

graphics.
(

and design
automat ion are among .the
best available ,
ana lysis

MATHEMATICS

NSA offers a wide range
of challenging assignments
for Slavic , Near Eastern
and Asian language majors
involvi ng translation ,
transcri ption and analysis/
reporting. Newl y-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
' n their p rimary language(i)
a nd c a n p lan on many

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that' s .
trul y competitive with
private industr y , There are
assi gnments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area

for those who wish to sta y
close to home ,
Countless cultural ,
historical , recreational and
educational opportunities
are i"*' m nu e» e,vva V
' '
* ,om ^ SA' s convenient
suburban location ,

' years of continued
professional growth ,
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mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications
security ,
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COMPUTER
SCIENCE

on the National
*
Security Afl ency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Fort
Attn: M322,
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G»orge G. Meade ,
Maryland 20755.
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Because our One Money ® Express 24-jiour teller machine
has jus t come t o Wat erville. And it can help you handle your
money more efficient ly because you can conduc t your banking
business whenever you wan t, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Wit hdrawals * deposits , loan paymen t s, transfers -you can
even check yourTbalance or move funds in and out of your One ®
Insured Mone y Ma rke t Account— all with electronic speed.
The new One Mone y Express machine at our banking
office at Elm Plaza Shopping Center is our eleventh location.
Each of which is convenientl y located to make it easy to work
banking into your busy schedule.
And if you dori t have a One Money Express card yet , ju st
stop by any off ice of Mdne Savings Bank. It 's quick and easy

to sign up for One Money Express ^one of your most important money
management tools.
The better you handl e your
money,the more money you'll

havetohandie
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USE YOUR ONE MONEY EXPRESS CARD AT THESE LOCATIONS:

Augusta (Water Street Western Avenue), Falmouth, Nqrth Windham. Portland (Intown ,
Pine Tree, North Gate), Saco, South Portland (Mall Plaza , Mill Creek) and Waterville.
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